The Australian Equities Concentrated Portfolio is a
Separately Managed Account (SMA) actively managed by
Quest Asset Partners Pty Limited.
Our objective is to outperform the S&P/ASX300
Accumulation Index. The SMA structure allows the investor
to retain beneficial ownership of securities via a custodian
while maximising visibility for our clients.

The Quest portfolio return was 2.5% in July and well
ahead of the benchmark which was up for the 4th
consecutive month despite the pandemic.
The Quest twelve month return is 1% while the
benchmark has fallen nearly 10%, a good result that
keeps us well in the Top 10 Australian long only
funds on an annual basis. The 3 year and 5 year
performance continues to be top quartile.

Inception

9 February 2005

Investment Universe

ASX listed

No. of holdings

33 now, maximum 35

Quest AUM

$1.23 billion

Strategy AUM

$79 million

Investment Horizon

3 – 5 years

Investment Strategy

Fundamental with a key
focus on business quality
and free cash flow

Derivatives/Shorting

Nil

Lonsec Rating

Reviewed and Rated by
Lonsec.

The opposing forces of government stimulus and
pandemic fears continue to lock horns. So far,
stimulus has won out and we see this continuing.
While we have sold some positions earlier this year
as a result of the pandemic including Sydney Airport
and office owner Dexus, our strategy of finding new
ideas while lifting overall portfolio quality continues.
During July, our team have reviewed a large number
of new potential investments with some interesting
opportunities in small caps in particular.
Our review of medical imaging specialist 4D Medical
has led to Quest committing investors funds to this
float planned for August.
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Our team continue to see this market as ideal for stock pickers with a disciplined approach to valuation. Quest performance
is coming from a wide range of stocks and not from a narrow group of trendy tech plays.
We are now entering reporting season. It will be a season like no other with no contact web based presentations attended
by dozens if not hundreds of listeners. We anticipate limited or no guidance from companies and only broad analyst
questioning. One on one sessions with our investee companies is a priority in order to extract value from the season.
We expect companies to take this opportunity to write down asset values particularly in relation to previously revalued
assets, ageing assets, intangibles and capitalised spend. We have already seen billions written down by oil and gas
explorers. Expect pandemic related expenses as well. Investors are so confident of better times ahead that we expect the
market to accept below the line losses.
This reporting season is more about outlook than historical metrics.

The best performers for Quest in July were Catapult up 45%, Orocobre up 28%, Mineral Resources up 21%, Kazia
up 16%, Mesoblast up 16%, Goodman Group up 14% and Saracen Minerals up 10%. Vista fell 11% while Carbon
Revolution eased 16% due to pandemic related issues.
In July we added Bravura Solutions (BVS) to the portfolio. Quest has owned Bravura previously back in 2018, it has
retraced since highs earlier this year. Bravura provides software to the wealth management and funds administration
sector in the UK, Europe, Asia Pacific and South Africa. The balance sheet is in a healthy net cash position following a
capital raising in 2019. Acquisitions are likely to be a feature going forward. Bravura’s clients are seeking more flexible
solutions in the new COVID world however some project delays are possible in this environment.
We have added to our newly acquired holding in Steadfast. Also added to Ramsay Healthcare, Independence Group
and CSL which has slipped 20% from peaks earlier this year. We committed to the 4D Medical (4DX) IPO at $0.73 due
early August. 4DX has developed an imaging technology that presents colour images of airflow in the lungs.
We hold no oil and gas stocks other than indirectly via BHP, no retail other than A2Milk and Kogan and no tourism stocks.
We continue to hold 3 iron ore stocks being BHP, RIO and Mineral Resources. The iron ore price has been over $100 T
for nearly 80 days due to demand and supply disruption from Brazil. The market is increasingly positive on iron ore with
indications that broking analysts will soon upgrade price estimates. As the herd arrive, we are thinking more about exit
prices now. Note Mineral Resources rose another 21% in July and has now risen 60% in 12 months. We continue to hold
three gold producers.
All four Quest equity portfolios are performing well. The Concentrated portfolio, the subject of this Quarterly, now has
an excellent 15 year record and is a Top quartile performer.
The Quest Ex 20 Fund has an unaudited 10.5% return for the year ended July before performance fee, dramatically
ahead of benchmark of negative 8.5%.
The Highly Concentrated 10 stock portfolio has returned a positive 1.3% return over the 12 months to July, well ahead
of benchmark of negative 9.7%.
The new Quest Long Short has had a boomer first three months with a 13.8% return, that is 6.2% ahead of benchmark.
This fund is a unit trust format and launched on 1st May 2020. The Portfolio is managed by Richard Dixon.
Disclaimer
This report has been prepared by Quest Asset Partners Pty Limited, AFSL 279207 (wholesale), ABN 47 109 448 802. It should be regarded as general information only
rather than advice. It has been prepared without taking into account any person’s objectives, financial situation or needs. Whilst Quest has used its best endeavours to
ensure the information within this document is accurate it cannot be relied upon in any way and recipients must make their own enquiries concerning the accuracy of the
information within. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. All performance figures are based on the JBWere Multi-Asset platform seed portfolio.
Performance can vary by platform and client due to mandate restrictions and other constraints. Before making any financial investment decisions we recommend recipients
obtain legal and taxation advice appropriate to their particular needs. Investment in a Quest Asset Partners Separately Managed Account can only be made on completion
of all the required documentation. As Quest hold a wholesale AFS licence, this report should not be passed on to any retail client.

The rating issued 07/2020 is published by Lonsec Research Pty Ltd ABN 11 151 658 561 AFSL 421 445 (Lonsec). Ratings are general advice only,
and have been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation or needs. Consider your personal circumstances, read the
product disclosure statement and seek independent financial advice before investing. The rating is not a recommendation to purchase, sell or hold
any product. Past performance information is not indicative of future performance. Ratings are subject to change without notice and Lonsec assumes
no obligation to update. Lonsec uses objective criteria and receives a fee from the Fund Manager. Visit lonsec.com.au for ratings information and to
access the full report. © 2020 Lonsec. All rights reserved.

